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K HAD A M B J A SAL A C H.E

Can't 1 walk, go alone
as a train along my own ~k
and watch trees go by
mO'De 'With a relief from these shadows
that groan silence in my steps
repeating my name at every corner
a collar on my neck:
why me?
They are as silent as an idol, they
stand untaken by surroundings,
watch with unconcerned indifference,
and put on a blind front
against my stares
and then, cOmJerted into dreamers,
standing high, seeming modest
to poise their unprotected presence
against Kingdoms of fmstration, their grief

faces
rejoicing in dark silence.
They wait, patient
in midday hours; and come to life
bringers of help
from empty corners
to (lfJ)ake a storm-laden moment
make the air assume its pretentious smile
for looking at its pet dog, 1 -

c, Khadambi " in a dog collar!

These shadows
move behind me
to show my charted path.
rll one day walk alone, out

from moods
from dreams
from shado'los

and go on, go on far
away from these visions scattered like le(lf}es
and be a faithful
no reflections.
f:1f~

THIS EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT of the
" cultural Mulatto" in the French language,
his love-hate relationship with France, ac
counts for a great deal of the indifference
Negritude meets with in English-speaking
Mrica. There are, of course, other reasons
as well. When writing poetry about Africa,
Senghor always sits on the carved ebony
stool of the sage. From his African heritage
he takes the wisdom and leaves the wit,
he takes the romanticism and leaves the
realism. That is why even African novelists
writing in French, and in the realist tradi
tion - Mongo Beti, Ferdinand Oyono,
and Sembene Ousmane - keep aloof from
his movement.

The mystique of Negritude in its last
metamorphosis is also lost on most Ameri
can Negro writers, significantly enough even
one of their foremost critics, Saunders Red
ding, who wrote To Make a Poet Black
(19319) and coined the term " negroness " in
his book On Being Negro in America
(1951).

This shows that like any other move
ment, Negritude is subjected to the condi
tions of time, space, and culture. But
Leopold Sedar Senghor has become a
widely acclaimed master of the language
he assimilated, though his poetic imagina
tion seems to have died down with the
fertile friction of exile after his country's
attainment of independence. Even when the
fiery chariot of Negritude grinds to a final
halt, his poetry will be remembered~ And
the African poets of the future may yet
see in him their Hugo or Hesiod. e

" I said to you
my race
remembers
the taste of bronze drunk hot."

"je 'Vends ma negritude
cent sous le quatrain."

*Leopold Sedar Senghor, cc African-Negro
Aesthetics," translated by E. P. Halperin,
Diotm~$ No. 16, 1956, p.2S.
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He hates Christ for associating himself with deeper than that undergone by other African
the bourgeois, and he hates the Christians writers, none of whom could escape the
and merchants like his brother in Anti- giant of the time-honoured school syllabus.
Christ, Arthur Rimbaud. Like him, he calls In Ake Loba's novel Kokoumbo the hero's
the leaders of a society he condemns faux father thinks Hugo "probably the greatest
negres - fake Negroes. He himself is a patriarch France has ever had." Senghor
true Negro, in Rimbaud's words, Je suis de himself exclaims, Ecoutez le grand Hugo.
la race qui chantait dans le supplice. (Une The" emotive attitude towards the
Saison en enfer, " Mauvais Sang," which be- world" which Senghor defines as the basis
came the title of U Tam'si first collection of Negritude is not in the last resort directed
of poems). Rimbaud wanted to leave civili- towards the French language, la langue des
sation behind and drink in distant lands dieux (Ethiopiques, epilogue). To the
des liqueurs fortes comme du metal bouil- French African poet, French is not merely
lant. In the title poem of Brush Fire the language of the coloniser, but also the
(English translation by Sangodare Akanji, language of the French Revolution and
Ibadan 1964) we read, therefore intrinsically of his own finalliber

ation. Senghor's international brotherhood
of the 20th century sings "la Marseillaise
de Valmy," and elsewhere he says, "The
French language has become the corner
stone of the Civilisation of the Universal.
As such it is humanism."

The same "emotive attitude" is evi
denced towards France itself. In his prayer
of the Senegalese Riflemen," Private Second
Class Senghor, two months before his
capture by the German army, felt that he
and his comrades were fighting for a
" Confederate France." Temporarily at
least, his Negritude took on strong assimi
lationist overtones reminiscent of the pro
tagonist's attitude in the first French Negri
tude novel, Ousmane Soce's Mirages de
Paris (1937). And in his "Prayer for
Peace" he invokes God to place France" at
the right of the father."

ACCORDING TO SENGHOR, African literature
is functional and collective and therefore
a literature of commitment. This would
seem to be a 'true assessment of traditional
literature but does not quite do justice to
the new literature. We may wonder whether
a radical "return to the sources " can ever
be successful in a rapidly changing society
with its new paterns of class formation,
urbanisation, and the resultant self-reliance
of the individual person, especially the in
tellectual.

But Senghor is more concerned with the
metaphysical problem of man's position in
the cosmos where "a vital power similar
to his own animates every object endowed
with sensitive characteristics, from God to
a grain of sand."* This sounds again re
markably close to the Romantic's view of
the divine order, to be more precise, to
Victor Rugo's cosmological system, his
listening to "the soul of things." The
place of honour held by the ancestors in
the African. hierarchy of being is not quite
paralleled by the European Romantics, but
Victor Hugo had his own private cult. In
his cc armchair of the ancestors" were
carved the names of the Hugos of old, and
the deeply significant words, ABSENTES
ADSUNT - "The absent ones are with
us."

Hugo's influence on Senghor, the one
time French teacher and author of a study
on "Victor Hugo's Youth," is probably

Far from being the "sordid physical rela
tionship with a certain arthur" to which
he confesses in his poem "The Slave,"
Tchicaya U Tam'si's love for Rimbaud's
poetry has helped him to heighten, over
and above his search for the origins of
the collective self, his awareness of the
individual self, his coeur and conscience
imberbe. And this takes time beyond the
confines of official Negritude poetry,


